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DIY Freaks Flock to 'Hacker Spaces' Worldwide 
By Dylan Tweney March 29, 2009 | 10:59:20 PM Categories: DIY    

SAN FRANCISCO — R. Miloh Alexander and Seth Schoen are hunched over an old pay phone whose 
innards are being grafted onto the guts of a Walmart telephone and a voice-over-IP modem. 

Right now, the Frankensteinish hybrid looks like a pile of tangled wires. Somewhere in the mess, an 
alligator clip has popped loose. Schoen frowns. 

"We really need to solder these down," he says. 

The two are working on a recent Monday evening at Noisebridge, a collectively operated hacker space in 
San Francisco. Across the table, Noisebridge member Molly Boynoff is typing on a sticker-covered 
MacBook, learning to program in Python. Next to her, Noisebridge co-founder Mitch Altman is showing 
two newcomers how to solder resistors and LEDs onto a circuit board. 

"There are zillions of people around the world doing this," says Altman, referring to the swell of interest in 
do-it-yourself projects and hacking. "It's a worldwide community." 

At the center of this community are hacker spaces like Noisebridge, where like-minded geeks gather to 
work on personal projects, learn from each other and hang out in a nerd-friendly atmosphere. Like artist 
collectives in the '60s and '70s, hacker spaces are springing up all over.  

There are now 96 known active hacker spaces worldwide, with 29 in the United States,  according to 
Hackerspaces.org. Another 27 U.S. spaces are in the planning or building stage. 

Located in rented studios, lofts or semi-commercial spaces, hacker spaces tend to be loosely organized, 
governed by consensus, and infused with an almost utopian spirit of cooperation and sharing.  

"It's almost a Fight Club for nerds," says Nick Bilton of his hacker space, NYC Resistor in Brooklyn, New 
York. Bilton is an editor in The New York Times R&D lab and a board member of NYC Resistor. Bilton says 
NYC Resistor has attracted "a pretty wide variety of people, but definitely all geeks. Not Dungeons & 

Noisebridge's members have filled this small space with an enviable collection of shared tools, parts and works in progress. 
Photo: Dylan Tweney / Wired.com 
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Dragons–type geeks, but more professional, working-type geeks." 

For many members, the spaces have become a major focus of their evening and weekend social lives. 

Since it was formed last November, Noisebridge has attracted 56 members, who each pay $80 per month 
(or $40 per month on the "starving hacker rate") to cover the space's rent and insurance. In return, they 
have a place to work on whatever they're interested in, from vests with embedded sonar proximity sensors 
to web-optimized database software. 

Altman wears a black Dorkbot T-shirt, a black zip-up hoody and olive khakis with large side pockets. His 
long gray hair features vibrant blue and red stripes, and he's nearly always smiling. His enthusiasm for 
hacker spaces is infectious.  

"In our society there's a real dearth of community," Altman says. "The internet is a way for people to key in 
to that need, but it's so inadequate. [At hacker spaces], people get a little taste of that community and they 
just want more." 

Noisebridge is located behind a nondescript black door on a filthy alley in San Francisco's Mission District. 
It is a small space, only about 1,000 square feet, consisting primarily of one big room and a loft. But 
members have crammed it with an impressive variety of tools, furniture and sub-spaces, including kitchen, 
darkroom, bike rack, bathroom (with shower), circuit-building and testing area, a small "chill space" with 
couches and  whiteboard, and machine shop.  

The main part of the room is dominated by a battered work table. A pair of ethernet cables snakes down 
into the middle of the table, suspended overhead by a plastic track. Cheap metal shelves stand against the 
walls, crowded with spare parts and projects in progress. 

The drawers of a parts cabinet carry labels reflecting the eclecticism of the space: Altoids Tins, Crapulence, 
Actuators, DVDs, Straps/Buckles, Anchors/Hoisting, and Fasteners. 

Almost everything in the room has been donated or built by members — including a drill press, 
oscilloscopes, logic testers and a sack of stick-on googly eyes.  

While many movements begin in obscurity, hackers are unanimous about the birth of U.S. hacker spaces: 
August, 2007 when U.S. hackers Bre Pettis, Nicholas Farr, Mitch Altman and others visited Germany on a 
geeky field trip called Hackers on a Plane. 

German and Austrian hackers have been organizing into hacker collectives for years, including Metalab in 
Vienna, c-base in Berlin and the Chaos Computer Club in Hannover, Germany. Hackers on a Plane was a 
delegation of American hackers who visited the Chaos Communications Camp — "Burning Man for 
hackers," says Metalab founder Paul "Enki" Boehm — and their trip included a tour of these hacker spaces. 
They were immediately inspired, Altman says. 

On returning to the United States, Pettis quickly recruited others to the idea and set up NYC Resistor in 
New York, while Farr instigated a hacker space called HacDC in Washington, D.C. Both were open by late 
2007. Noisebridge followed some months later, opening its doors in fall 2008. 

It couldn't have happened at a better time. Make magazine, which started in January, 2005, had found an 
eager audience of do-it-yourself enthusiasts. (The magazine's circulation now numbers 125,000.) Projects 
involving complex circuitry and microcontrollers were easier than ever for nonexperts to undertake, thanks 
to open source platforms like Arduino and the easy availability of how-to guides on the internet. 

The idea spread quickly to other cities as visitors came to existing hacker spaces and saw how cool they 

Noisebridge founder Mitch Altman shows first-time visitor Jay Thomas how to solder. 
Photo: Dylan Tweney / Wired.com 
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were. 

"People just have this wide-eyed look of, 'I want this in my city.' It's almost primal," says Rose White, a 
sociology graduate student and NYC Resistor member. 

In Noisebridge's case, the community had a boost thanks to Altman's geek cred (he's the inventor of the 
TV-B-Gone) and his connections to existing geek societies, such as Dorkbot, a monthly gathering of San 
Francisco techies. Other cooperative arts-and-technology spaces in the San Francisco area — such as 
NIMBY, The Crucible and CELLspace — also helped prepare the ground. And of course it helps that San 
Francisco is already receptive to geeks, anarchists and other square pegs. 

The recent crop of hacker spaces has followed a rough blueprint prepared by Jens Ohlig called "Building a 
Hacker Space" (.pdf). Ohlig's presentation is a collection of design patterns, or solutions to common 
problems, and outlines some of the best practices used by German and Austrian hacker spaces. 

Many are governed by consensus. Noisebridge and Vienna's Metalab have boards, but they are structured 
to keep board members accountable to the desires of the members. NYC Resistor is similarly democratic. 
Most of the space — and the tools — are shared by all members, with small spaces set aside for each 
member to store items and projects for their own use. 

"The way hacker spaces are organized seems to be a reaction against American individualism — the idea 
that we all need to be in our separate single-family homes with a garage," says White. "Choosing to organize
collectives where you're sharing a space and sharing tools with people who are not your family and not your 
co-workers — that feels different to me." 

Noisebridge even welcomes non-members to come use the space, and Altman says non-members can do 
everything that members can (except block the consensus process). The community governs itself 
according to the guiding principle expressed on a large poster of Keanu Reeves hanging from the loft: "Be 
excellent to each other, dudes." 

"It sounds hokey, but it works," says Altman. 

Hacker spaces aren't just growing up in isolation: They're forming networks and linking up with one 
another in a decentralized, worldwide network. The hackerspaces.org website collects information about 
current and emerging hacker spaces, and provides information about creating and managing new spaces. 
There's also lots of information exchanged via IRC and a weekly telephone conference. They even enable 
extramural exchanges. 

"It's like an embassy for hackers," says Metalab's Boehm, who has been spending a lot of time at 
Noisebridge lately while here on a tourist visa. "If you are a member of a hacker space, you can go anywhere 
in the world. It's like instant family." 

That welcoming attitude is proving powerfully attractive to many geeks. 

"I can go to any hacker space anywhere in the world and be welcome there," says Altman. "You could too." 

 
 

  

Soldering irons and LED-light projects crowd the main workbench at Noisebridge. 
Photo: Dylan Tweney / Wired.com 
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Posted by: Jonas | Mar 29, 2009 9:21:02 PM 

Posted by: Mackenzie | Mar 29, 2009 11:11:55 PM 

Posted by: Ian | Mar 30, 2009 12:05:45 AM 

Posted by: Olle Jonsson | Mar 30, 2009 12:09:18 AM 

Posted by: Jazzybob | Mar 30, 2009 2:29:41 AM 

Posted by: ZaphodB | Mar 30, 2009 2:47:17 AM 

Posted by: dan | Mar 30, 2009 3:38:53 AM 

Posted by: Kevin Leversee | Mar 30, 2009 3:48:33 AM 

Why do all these things have to have stupid names? "Hacker Spaces"? Where you "hax0r" things?  
Isn't "NERD ZONE" hip sounding enough? 

HacDC is fun. Just wish there was a bit more software stuff going on there. Even so, the fact that one guy 
halfway across the country agreed to drop off a new crystal for my watch there when he's in town so that 
it'll start keeping proper time again...good reason for me to learn to deal with hardware, and also a nice way 
to avoid having to coordinate schedules. 

This is a great new trend that can only grow and grow! 
Who knows what this may lead to in the not so distant future! :) 
Ian - 
www.free-console.com 

Forskningsavdelningen is a hackerspace in Malmö, Sweden. Mitch, you're welcome, your hacker visa's 
alright in our embassy, too. (That probably goes for you, too, tinkering reader.) 
Tomorrow we unpack a fully equipped PBX!!! What can you do with that? 
http://forskningsavd.se/ 

If your Dad was a geek in the late 20th century (1950-2000), you had the obligatory crystal set, ham radio 
and stole parts from Mom's old microwave for microwave communications. Of course you had an Amateur 
Extra Class ham radio license! The technology has awakened the experimenter again! I applaud these 
groups. (I never quit and . . . you can catch me on 80 meters CW . . . I don't need no ISP for that!) 
K3TE 

FYI 
Chaos Computer Club not only resides in Hannover but there are also instances in Berlin, Cologne, 
Hamburg, Duesseldorf and so on. 
-> http://ccc.de/regional/?language=en 
BTW: Another great Hacker Camp in Europe this year, HAR2009 
-> https://har2009.org/ 

This kind of thing - people exchanging ideas and building new technology as a hobby - really makes me 
think of those Victorian tech pioneers. You used to be able to make an important discovery without the 
backing of a multi-million dollar industry, but eventually things got too complicated - who could afford 
their own lab, supercomputer or fab plant?  
But now, thanks to incredibly powerful consumer PCs and cheap microcontrollers, we're reaching a 
milestone in technology - ordinary people can begin to do extraordinary things again. 

Disruption and innovation for the sake of doing it...brilliant. Sign me up. 

Noisebridge board member Rachel McConnell holds a sonar sensor, an infrared sensor and a sack of 
tiny pager vibration motors that will be incorporated into a wearable proximity-sensing vest. 
Photo: Dylan Tweney / Wired.com  

GSMA
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Posted by: Tim | Mar 30, 2009 4:13:51 AM 

Posted by: Russ Garrett | Mar 30, 2009 4:24:02 AM 

Posted by: peekachoo | Mar 30, 2009 5:04:00 AM 

Posted by: David | Mar 30, 2009 5:04:05 AM 

Posted by: why | Mar 30, 2009 5:10:24 AM 

Posted by: raivo pommer | Mar 30, 2009 5:12:37 AM 

Posted by: greg | Mar 30, 2009 5:14:47 AM 

Posted by: TechShop | Mar 30, 2009 5:31:15 AM 

Posted by: John Davis | Mar 30, 2009 6:08:09 AM 

Posted by: Fen Mail | Mar 30, 2009 6:19:54 AM 

Posted by: gearhead | Mar 30, 2009 6:21:16 AM 

Great stuff. Are there any of these in the UK, or boards which could base them from? 

There aren't many active hackspaces in the UK, but we're working to set them up in London and 
Birmingham: 
http://hackspace.org.uk/ 

Tweney, you have the research skills of a syphlitic chimp.  
What is this BS? 
"While many movements begin in obscurity, hackers are unanimous about the birth of U.S. hacker spaces: 
August, 2007 when U.S. hackers Bre Pettis, Nicholas Farr, Mitch Altman and others visited Germany on a 
geeky field trip called Hackers on a Plane." 
The first US hackerspace was the L0pht, in Boston, formed in 1992.  
Really shoddy work, Wired. 

Nice article. I just started Harford Hackerspace in Harford, MD after visiting HacDC. We don't have a 
space yet but it's so cool to see other peoples spaces running smoothly. www.harfordhackerspace.org 

The freak: 
http://www.FilthyRichmond.com 

Raivo Pommer-estonia-www.google.ee 
raimo1@hot.ee 
 
Caja Castilla krise 
 
Sie hatte am Sonntag bekannt gegeben, die Verbindlichkeiten der Caja Castilla-La Mancha mit neun 
Milliarden Euro zu garantieren und einen Zwangsverwalter eingesetzt zu haben. Hintergrund ist einerseits 
ein fehlgeschlagener Übernahmeversuch des Unternehmens, andererseits machen sich immer mehr die 
Folgen der Finanz- und Wirtschaftskrise in Spanien bemerkbar. 
Spanien profitierte bis vor wenigen Monaten von einem Kredit finanzierten Immobilienboom. Er wurde 
unter anderem ausgelöst von der europäischen Währungsunion. Sie hatte im Rahmen des 
Konvergenzprozesses an den Kapitalmärkten zu zuvor ungewohnt tiefen Zinsen geführt und auf diese 
Weise Immobilieninvestitionen beflügelt. Die einsetzende Eigendynamik beflügelte die Konjunktur des 
Landes, sorgte für eine gute Stimmung und verleitete immer mehr In- und Ausländer dazu, bei steigenden 
Preisen Immobilien zu erwerben. 
 

I'm thinking of one of these for my little community in central new hampshire... RECLAIM 
TECHNOLOGY!!! 
I can't be the only one up here with a secret lab. 

Sounds like Techshop. There is one in Menlow Park CA and others that are open or opening up, including 
one near me. I have not been but they have lots of machines and space.  

LOL, Geeks RULE! I love nerds! 
RT 
http://www.anonymity.us.tc 

There will be an Hackerspaces Village at the big hacker conference in August 2009 : 
Hacking at Random 
International technology & security conference. 
Four days of technology, ideological debates and hands-on tinkering. 
On August 13-16, 2009 the 20th anniversary edition of the four-yearly 
Dutch outdoor technology-conference will take place near Vierhouten, 
The Netherlands. 
Website : https://har2009.org/ 
Wiki : https://wiki.har2009.org/ 
Tickets : https://tickets.har2009.org/ 

Dorks. 

It would be great to think this might be the year 2000 version of a progressive hippyish collective. My 
generation could certainly do with a little counter-culture.  
Does anyone know how these things are policed, though? How are these spaces safe to leave (potentially) 
expensive equipment (and ideas??) around in? 

 Stay connected with Wired  Mobile : Tech News, 
Gadget Reviews, and Special Offers - all delivered to 
your mobile device. 
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Posted by: Beth | Mar 30, 2009 6:35:36 AM 

Posted by: kal | Mar 30, 2009 6:37:35 AM 

Posted by: Matt | Mar 30, 2009 6:37:52 AM 

Posted by: Kieran | Mar 30, 2009 6:58:36 AM 

Posted by: Robert | Mar 30, 2009 7:00:57 AM 

Posted by: TechShop Durham | Mar 30, 2009 7:08:51 AM 

Posted by: Bostonian | Mar 30, 2009 7:19:43 AM 

Posted by: Fisty McBeefpunch | Mar 30, 2009 7:45:25 AM 

Posted by: Steve0 | Mar 30, 2009 8:19:59 AM 

Posted by: Michael Hiemstra | Mar 30, 2009 8:21:39 AM 

Posted by: knutt job | Mar 30, 2009 8:25:41 AM 

Posted by: Shandy | Mar 30, 2009 8:40:29 AM 

Posted by: Curtis Harrell | Mar 30, 2009 8:42:06 AM 

Posted by: Jestin | Mar 30, 2009 8:55:35 AM 

Posted by: Jan | Mar 30, 2009 9:21:37 AM 

Posted by: strangeagent | Mar 30, 2009 9:27:48 AM 

I find myself wanting to know more about this.... 

finally i can come out of my garage ;) 

@greg, throw me an email sometime. desbiensm@gmail.com i'm in Laconia. Lets see what we cant get 
rolling around the central nh/lakes region. 

article link busted: http://hackerspaces.org/wiki/Hacker_Spaces 

What's "crapulence"? 

NC Triangle hackers unite! TechShop Durham (techshopdurham.com) is just getting started; come get a 
tour and see our metal shop, wood shop, Shopbot, electronics shop, textiles shop, Epilog laser cutter, 3D 
printer, welding equipment, and more. Charter memberships are still available, but not for long. 

Any of these HackerSpaces in Boston? Seems like a logical locale for them. Especially with MIT right here 
in Cambridge... 

@peekachoo: 
Wrong kind of hacker. Back Orifice =\= sonar proximity vest. 
@Robert: Exactly what it sounds like. 
Lumps of broken things and assorted junk. 

Belgian people are welcome @ http://hsb.wikidot.com/  
Look for your local space: http://hackerspaces.org/ 

A hackerspace is starting up in the Region of Waterloo, Ontario Canada. Here's the rallying call: 
http://mghiemstra.com/our-area-needs-a-hackerspace 
The first meeting had a great turn out. :) 

I support this 

Haha, it's not newsworthy until it has some stupid trendy name and a social networking site. 
OMG guis, look at this AMAZING new idea! Let's all meet up at someone's garage and keep our tools and 
stuff there! WOW, even more amazing is we aren't family or co-workers, but we're still hanging out and 
sharing stuff! It's a brilliant new idea, just invented in 2007. 
Lulz, "Im a hacker who doesn't know how to solder! Will you teach me?" --Hipster who's giving his money 
away for a title. 

Wow, I have my very own hacker space (one of considerable size, and well-equipped, I might add), and 
didn't even know it! Now, all I have to do is put the word out, and have my nerdie friends come over and 
join me while we work on our own projects together! What a great idea! :0) 

Kansas City has a thriving hackerspace. Check out http://www.cowtowncomputercongress.org for info. 

hello, if anyone is interested in starting a place in Bangkok, Thailand, please join our facebook group: 
http://www.facebook.com/home.php#/group.php?gid=47476493940 

Anyone know of such a space in Saint Paul, or Minneapolis, MN? 
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Posted by: Mitch Altman | Mar 30, 2009 9:46:27 AM 

Posted by: nicolle | Mar 30, 2009 9:47:48 AM 

Posted by: John Hubertz | Mar 30, 2009 10:04:11 AM 

Posted by: ? | Mar 30, 2009 10:14:17 AM 

Posted by: Rif | Mar 30, 2009 10:23:51 AM 

Posted by: Chris | Mar 30, 2009 10:28:07 AM 

Posted by: nicolle | Mar 30, 2009 10:43:13 AM 

Posted by: Clarpet | Mar 30, 2009 11:24:42 AM 

Posted by: sa | Mar 30, 2009 11:29:12 AM 

Posted by: Duncan | Mar 30, 2009 11:31:03 AM 

Posted by: monitor | Mar 30, 2009 11:53:29 AM 

Posted by: asdf | Mar 30, 2009 12:00:42 PM 

It's really cool to see so much interest in hacker spaces! If you are interested in seeing if there is a hacker 
space in your community, a great place to check to find out is: 
http://www.hackerspaces.org 
If there is not a space in your community, how about starting one?! That's what lots of people around the 
world are doing. A nice place to start is to download the Hackerspace Design Patterns document on 
Hackerspaces.org -- it shows what worked and what didn't for hacker spaces in Europe, and it's what has 
helped lots of hacker spaces in the US form over the last year. And please know: you can do it! And it's way 
rewarding. 
- Mitch. 

there's a hackerspace starting up in Chicago: http://www.pumpingstationone.org ! 
feel free to come to our meetings: Tuesday nights at Mercury Cafe, 1505 W. Chicago Avenue. everyone is 
welcome to come, meet people, and get involved with the space. we're moving into a physical space very, 
very soon, so now is the time to get in on the ground floor! 

"hackerspace" or Gumbyrobotlovecamp - f*ck the name, it is sharing and ideas and "Helping each other 
help themselves" (and I don't mean bank accounts. 
Just put in a viral business planning post on "freespace" container buildings... it's on the wired blog - and 
on DIGG already, which is where I found THIS 
MR LIBERTY 4 NOW, FREE FAT HEALTHY TOMORROWS 4 the SPROUTS 
Take the 15th off - sabbath or party day, strike or jihad, call it purpleorangesplibday, but don't WORK or 
SPEND 
Liberty man, or die a coward 

80 bucks a month to use other peoples work space and tools  
I think I'll keep working in my garage on my projects. 

In Luxembourg: 
https://www.hackerspace.lu/ 
and Chaos Computer Club Luxembourg 
http://c3l.lu/ 

"80 bucks a month to use other peoples work space and tools 
I think I'll keep working in my garage on my projects." 
Please do... don't want people who are not willing to share ideas and assist others who are wanting to learn. 
Thats the point of the Hackerspaces....to work on projects together and learn/teach. In our space all 
projects are documented and posted for others to learn from or even make better. 

agreed. that's one of the major values of a hackerspace...the sharing and the community. it's a place where 
newbies and experts alike can get together, share ideas and projects as well as tools, and do cool stuff. 
hackerspaces are somewhat akin to getting a group together in the garage or basement to make stuff (as 
was referenced earlier in the thread...), but on a larger scale...i'm involved in a hackerspace not only with a 
few people i knew before getting involved, but with a ton of other fascinating and creative people i would 
never have met if not for the hackerspace. there's unspeakable value in that. 

I think this is a great idea. I wish there was one around my area when I was a kid. 
. 
Geeks like me who were into computer hardware and overclocking, DIY instruments and loved to solder... 
yeah we pretty much ended up as the high school potheads because we didn't have anywhere entertaining 
enough like this to pick our brains and share a common interest. 
. 
Mad props to Altman and the rest who helped get this going. I can't wait to check it out. 

I love the smell of solder in the morning - as long as it's not leaded (even though that stuff worked 
beautifully) 
For anyone interested in DIY hacking and audio, check out 
www.homemademicrophones.com  

We are starting up a Hackerspace in Ottawa, Ontario. 
See https://ohs.engsoc.org/wiki/ for details. 

who's working on reclaiming old laptop screens for use around the house? what a waste to throw these all 
away. 

awesome! 
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Posted by: noise | Mar 30, 2009 12:39:52 PM 

Posted by: DapperAnarchist | Mar 30, 2009 12:54:40 PM 

Posted by: hildie | Mar 30, 2009 1:12:15 PM 

Posted by: peekachoo | Mar 30, 2009 1:31:15 PM 

Posted by: dislo | Mar 30, 2009 1:46:21 PM 

Posted by: Matt | Mar 30, 2009 2:05:57 PM 

Posted by: Shandy | Mar 30, 2009 2:11:25 PM 

Posted by: powermig | Mar 30, 2009 2:51:13 PM 

Posted by: jr | Mar 30, 2009 3:34:36 PM 

Posted by: Philipe Mongeau | Mar 30, 2009 4:24:34 PM 

Posted by: giminus | Mar 30, 2009 4:42:57 PM 

Posted by: Eater | Mar 30, 2009 7:28:30 PM 

There is a group in Minneapolis that started meeting a couple of months ago called Twin Cities Maker. 
Come visit the forum at: http://www.twincitiesmaker.com/ 

Oh no! People are doing something fun! I must go on Wired.com and tell them they're wrong, because I am 
above that. Oh, and call them nerds. 
If I were technologically minded, I would so join up. As it is, I am an observer, not a participant. 

The Hackerspace in Boston/Cambridge is Willoughby and Baltic, but they are a cross between a 
hackerspace and a techshop.  

Other US hackerspaces that predate 2007 are New Hack City in San Francisco (late '90s), the Walnut 
Factory in Philly, Hacker Halfway House in Brooklyn, and the Hasty Pastry in Boston. There was a 
presentation about hacker spaces at HOPE in 2004, which had a lot of history in it: 
http://www.archive.org/details/20040709_h2k4_hspaces 
If you're gonna write about hacker culture, maybe you should axe somebody first.  

There is toorcamp this summer which is simmilar to Chaos Communications Camp. Which they talked 
about with hackers on a plane. 
Dislo 

We have started a space in Pittsburgh, PA you can find us at Hackpittsburgh.org. We are currently building 
the space and recruiting members. 

@Chris and nicolle 
That's fine just don't act like you're doing something amazing for the community when this type of stuff has 
been going on forever. Sure it's good to consolidate creativity but it's nothing new. 
2600 has been doing that for us for decades, and people have always met at local computer users meetings 
or late night graffiti/urban exploration runs and before that at auto clubs and such. 
I like Adbusters as much as the next person but I'm not gonna pay you $50 to sit around and talk about it. I 
was gonna go to cafe mercury but then I saw the membership fee. Give me a break you don't even have a 
physical space, so what's the money for? I have all my own tools, and you can answer any question on the 
internet; even if there was a real space, I would just be paying you for the privilege of moving all my gear 
and projects to that location and working there. So what resource are you offering? That's right, it's a social 
club. 
Sorry, I'm not paying you for that. 
@John Hubertz: 
You don't even know where the front of the war is, so how are you gonna get your liberty? Stop skirmishing 
in your own territory. 

Its funny how DIY became a rare practice.  
Not so long ago, everything you had was DIY, we obviously lost something. I hope places like this will 
hinder the consumer philosophy of rubbing off on younger generations. 

'till Einsteins' great idea is purloined and he blames the shop.... 
Creative Genius, my butt. 
First to do is to earn enough to process this on your own,  
then it will be worth something through hard and dedicated effort. 
Not pie in the sky,Inter-Welfare-net. 
73's & 179's 
jr 

wow, there's a hacker space next to my house and I didn't know :D 

programming arduino is like riding a tricycle or a bike with training wheels at best. 
dive into assembly language if you want to taste the true glory. 
PIC forever! 
Pb Rules! 

We've got a great start on building one in Atlanta, with 50 members so far: 
http://www.FreesideAtlanta.org/  
We'll be shopping for space in the next couple of months. 
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Posted by: M7seven | Mar 30, 2009 7:32:53 PM 

Posted by: AJIT SINGH | Mar 30, 2009 9:13:36 PM 

Posted by: David | Mar 30, 2009 9:14:40 PM 

Posted by: mark burban | Mar 31, 2009 6:18:01 AM 

Posted by: Rick Outscape | Mar 31, 2009 7:27:42 AM 

Posted by: noid | Mar 31, 2009 7:59:55 AM 

Posted by: brolin | Mar 31, 2009 10:57:10 AM 

Posted by: chris | Mar 31, 2009 2:19:27 PM 

Posted by: jeremiah | Mar 31, 2009 7:53:22 PM 

Posted by: NYCtek | Apr 1, 2009 1:17:40 AM 

Posted by: circuit_breaker | Apr 1, 2009 3:59:47 PM 

Posted by: Former L0pht Member | Apr 2, 2009 10:08:52 AM 

Posted by: John Stoner | Apr 3, 2009 8:22:25 PM 

Check out Denver's Hackerspace. 
www.DenHac.org 

these picture are very nice. every one can understand is very eaisly 

So excited to be movign to the Bay Area this winter. Not the kind of stuff we get to see here in Orange 
County. 
www.mostlygaming.com 

they should have their soldering iron powerpoints located high, towards the ceiling.. power cords are such a 
pain, let gravity be thy friend...  
or better yet, powerpoints located high, but irons modded with coily power cords.. 

Vaguely related -- a hacker space on an island in the Caribbean. We're more focused on software, though, 
not much hardware lab space around here: 
http://www.cocovivo.com 

I'm involved in one of the spaces here in Seattle. As much as I love the 'shared tech space' idea, I have to 
admit this article really tries to make something that's been going on for a long time appear as if its a brand 
new, fresh, idea. Sorry. Folks have been pooling resources for one reason or another for a long time. 
Hippies have communes, bands have jam spaces, even the shared shop space idea isnt new. Hell, even the 
idea of 'hackerspaces' has been around here in the US with places like New Hack City, The Site, L0pht, etc. 
I know Nick Farr, he's done a lot of cool stuff, but bringing the concept of hackerspaces to the states isnt 
one of them.  

Our try http://unloquer.hackspace.ca 
A Colombian HackerSpace. 

getting started in cincinnati: 
http://www.dorkbot.org/dorkbotcinci 
if you live in the 513 or the 859 we'd love to hear from you. 

Unnecessary hating on D&D ftl. 

This is part of a larger social trend away from the nuclear family towards a more tribal living pattern. 
Why should anyone prefer to spend most of their life congregating with people whose only relation is a 
shared need for money (co-workers) or proximity (neighbors)? 

What's with the obvious exclusion of l0pht ? 
Somebody didn't do their homework. 

Considering how close many l0pht members are to members of the MAKE: staff, perhaps it was done as a 
professional courtesy? 
L0pht has been gone for many years now, and we managed to put it down. Why are you still carrying it? 

@Shandy: 
$50/month now for Pumping Station: One membership helps us get first month's rent/security deposit 
together. $50/month ongoing helps us pay rent ongoing. You don't have to pitch in if you don't want to. But 
if no one did, nothing would happen. 
The difference between members of PS:One and non-members is that members get a key to the space and 
24-hour access, and non-members have to be there with a member friend, or come for a course we will 
offer or other event. 
And yeah, sure, it's 'just a social club.' But a lot more than socializing will go on. We'll be making stuff 
together, teaching classes, we're building a RepRap (got one of those?), there'll be Saturday morning 
cartoon sessions... lots of good geeky fun. Check out our wiki for details of our grand intentions. 
You can work in the isolation of your basement if you like. Personally, I think Google is a dull collaboration 
partner. But if you'd rather go that way it's your choice. 
If you want, ask for me in a blog posting on the PS:One site, we'll arrange a time. You can come by when 
we're ready and see what we're up to.  
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Posted by: Ryan | Apr 3, 2009 10:21:27 PM 

Posted by: Tsuyoshi Horigome | Apr 9, 2009 12:55:42 AM 

Posted by: Bobster | Apr 11, 2009 6:58:31 AM 

Posted by: NudderBob | Apr 11, 2009 8:54:53 AM 

Name: 

 

Email Address: 

 

Comments: 

 

 

See more Gadget Lab

Old skool hacking at its finest.. http://gadgettiger.com/sixthsense-wearable-gestural-interface/ 

very nice space 

Hey K3TE, I'm with ya! Hams Rule! Ham Radio isn't dead - it's way beyond where high school science 
programs are and the educational system ought to wake up and smell the RF!!  
Our "Binary Input Device" (Morse key) is still going strong after 100+ years and two old farts beat the pants 
off the 18-something "texters" on Jay Leno. Who needs the stupid QWERTY keyboard when one single 
device (oh plus a little effort) and you can send as fast as you can type. Um, and driving your car with your 
hand on your "knee paddle". Oh Yeah! Ok, that's a stretch. B^) 
The return of the Citizen Scientist is at hand and Hams (and all other like-minded geeky types) are the new 
heros. Hey - my wife's favorite TV series is "Bing Bang Theory", as we call it, hehe. 

Dylan - and commentees:: 
You all need to read, if you haven't already, Niel Gershenfeld's great book FAB - "The Coming Revolution 
on Your Doorstep -- From Personal Computers to Personal Fabrication".  
Niel, Director of MIT's Center for Bits and Atoms (http://cba.mit.edu/) has been doing this for years. Not 
only that - he has street kids in Ghana making bicycles on CNC machines!! Go for it Niel!  
And for the rest of you - check it out!! 

POST A COMMENT

 Post 
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